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Abstract

Density functional theory (DFT) and autoclave corrosion tests in 360 °C water were used to investigate the influence of Sb, Sc, Nb and Sn on the corrosion and hydrogen pick-up (HPU) of Zr-alloys. Sc was shown to have a strongly detrimental effect on alloy corrosion resistance. The Nb-Sb-Zr ternary alloy exhibited significantly improved corrosion resistance over Zr-Nb and ZIRLO, and had little measurable HPU after 195 days. The ratio of \(\text{Sb}^*_Zr/\text{Sb}^*\) was shown to transition smoothly with applied space charge, implying Sb can act as a buffer to charge imbalance in the oxide layer.

1. Introduction

Zr is used for nuclear fuel cladding in water cooled reactors as it has good thermal and mechanical properties and a low capture cross section for thermal neutrons. Zr alloys undergo corrosion in high temperature water and steam, with rapid initial corrosion forming an oxide layer which causes the oxidation rate to slow. This is because the migration of charged species (oxygen ions and electrons) across the oxide thickness is inhibited. As corrosion progresses, a critical oxide thickness is reached at which the protection of the oxide layer breaks down and a rapid increase in oxidation rate is observed. The breakdown is known as ‘transition’ and is followed by a reduction in the oxidation rate as a new protective oxide layer forms. This process repeats throughout the time in the reactor (or autoclave) and the time between transitions is strongly dependent on alloy composition and microstructure [1, 2].

Various experimental studies have demonstrated an increased fraction of the non-equilibrium tetragonal phase close to the metal-oxide interface [3, 4, 5], where it is stabilised by a combination of i) small grain size, ii) compressive stress (from the Pilling-Bedworth ratio of 1.56 on
transformation from $\alpha$-Zr to ZrO$_2$) and iii) the inclusion of alloying elements as dopants incorporated into the growing oxide layer [6, 7, 8]. As corrosion progresses, the metal/oxide interface (the point at which the electrochemical reaction takes place [8, 9]) moves away from the newly formed oxide. The compressive stress in the oxide layer reduces significantly with distance away from the metal oxide interface [10], leading to a critical distance and thus oxide thickness where the stress is no longer sufficient to stabilise the tetragonal phase. The equilibrium phase of ZrO$_2$, at atmospheric pressure, below 1500 K is monoclinic and transformation from tetragonal to monoclinic is associated with an approximately 4% volume increase in the ZrO$_2$ unit cell [11], resulting in cracking and buckling of the oxide layer and thus a rapid increase in oxidation rate: this process is thought to be associated with the periodic transitions observed in the oxidation rate during corrosion [12]. Since it is considered to be key to corrosion behaviour of Zr-alloys, the simulation portion of this work will focus primarily on the defect behaviour in t-ZrO$_2$.

Hydrogen is produced as water splits to form the O$^{2-}$ ions required for the corrosion process, however, it has a very low solubility in ZrO$_2$ compared to $\alpha$-Zr metal [13]. Therefore, any hydrogen within the oxide layer migrates to either the cladding Zr metal, where it is absorbed into the cladding, or to the water. The fraction of hydrogen produced during corrosion that is absorbed into the metal, is called the hydrogen pick-up fraction (HPUF) and varies with alloy composition. It has been demonstrated that alloys with a more electrically conductive oxide layer exhibit a lower HPUF [14]. This allows electrons to move more freely though the oxide and thus allows hydrogen ion/electron recombination to occur further from the metal/oxide interface, which consequently reduces the probability of the hydrogen reaching the cladding metal [15].

Further work by Couet et al. [16] regarding the conductivity of the oxide layer has suggested that a non-equilibrium charge distribution exists in the layer. The slow diffusion of electrons and V$_{O}^{\bullet\bullet}$ 1, causes a charge to form within the oxide layer, resulting in an increased negative charge close to the metal oxide interface. It has been proposed that this charge (referred to as the ‘space charge’) is compensated by dopant species within the oxide layer; the behaviour of

---

1Here described in Kröger-Vink notation [17], where $X_{Y}^{Z}$ refers to a defect atom ‘X’ (or in the case of a vacancy ‘V’), on a site normally occupied by ‘Z’ (or in the case of an interstitial defect ‘i’) with a resulting charge of ‘Z’ compared to the non-defective case, where ‘Z’ can either be positive (•), negative (’) or neutral (×). $V_{O}^{\bullet\bullet}$ refers to a vacancy on the oxygen site with a 2+ overall charge.
dopant species under an applied space charge is investigated in this work.

Alloying elements which act as oxide dopants (i.e. elements which exhibit solid solubility in both the metal and oxide) have been demonstrated to have a significant effect on the corrosion rate. Sn, for example, reduces the time between transitions in Zr-Nb-Sn alloys [18]. It has been suggested that the tendency for Sn to occupy two valence states could be a cause of this behaviour. The $\text{Sn}''_{\text{Zr}}$ defect is expected close to the metal/oxide interface where it is charge balanced by the increased concentration of oxygen vacancies, this increased oxygen vacancy concentration has the additional effect of helping to stabilise the tetragonal phase. Further from the metal/oxide interface, a transition to $\text{Sn}^\times_{\text{Zr}}$ is expected and a consequent reduction in the concentration of tetragonal phase stabilising oxygen vacancies, thus triggering an early transition [19].

Nb has been shown to have a generally beneficial effect on both oxidation rate and HPUF [20, 21]. Previous investigations have concluded that the beneficial effect on corrosion performance is due to the $V_{\text{O}}^{\text{V}}$ suppression associated with $\text{Nb}^*_\text{Zr}$; the Nb defect in $\text{ZrO}_2$ as predicted by previous DFT simulations [22]. However, experimental work [23, 24] has consistently suggested Nb in $\text{ZrO}_2$ in fact occupies a range of states between 0 and 5+, with one X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) study by Froideval et al. [25] unable to identify any 5+ Nb at all, thus casting doubt on the previous assumptions regarding the method by which Nb improves corrosion resistance and HPUF. Nb and Sn demonstrate some solid solubility in $\alpha$-Zr and so an even distribution throughout the alloy is expected; this is an important point as the current investigation considers only single and paired defects isolated in a bulk oxide and thus an even distribution of dopants in the oxide layer is assumed.

Two further elements, Sb and Sc, which have not previously been used in cladding alloys are also considered. These have been chosen due to interesting properties demonstrated in previous experimental work [26, 27], and also because Sb has a solubility limit of 1.9 at. % in $\alpha$-Zr [28] and Sc exhibits complete solid solubility in both $\alpha$ and $\beta$-Zr [29].

Sb has been proposed as a possible alternative (or addition to) Nb in low corrosion alloys, based largely on the low oxidation rate and HPUF observed in high temperature water experiments by Berry et al. [26] (the only experimental work concerning Zr-Sb alloys that could be found in the literature). Sb has the electronic structure $[\text{Kr}] 4d^{10}5s^25p^1$ and thus has two common oxidation states; $\text{Sb}^{3+}$ by losing the $5p^3$ electrons and $\text{Sb}^{5+}$ by further losing the $5s^2$
electrons. In this it is similar to Nb, although Nb can also exist in the 4+ and 2+ states. Given the similarities in the valence behaviour, it is hoped that insights into both Nb and Sb behaviour and the method by which they reduce corrosion and HPUF can be obtained by further studying Sb as an oxide dopant.

Sc is extremely effective at stabilising high-temperature phases of ZrO$_2$ [30]. The oxygen vacancies required to charge balance Sc$^{+}$Zr promote vacancy stabilisation of high-temperature ZrO$_2$ phases and also dramatically increase the oxygen ion conductivity; up to 2 orders of magnitude higher than in the commercially used yttria-stabilised ZrO$_2$ [30]. Sc has also been used in a variety of ternary Zr alloys, which generally demonstrate rapid corrosion in high temperature water and steam [27], however no quantitative data regarding the oxidation behaviour of Sc-Zr alloys could be found.

Sc has the electronic structure [Ar] 3d$^1$4s$^2$ and as such shows a strong preference to form only the 3+ charge state in ZrO$_2$ by losing the 3d$^1$ and 4s$^2$ electrons. Therefore, investigation of a binary Zr-Sc alloy will help isolate the effect of a dopant element in a lower valence state than Zr$^{4+}$. It is hoped that insights gained from investigating the behaviour of Sc will lead to a better understanding of other more useful alloying elements that can exhibit multiple valence states above, below and equal to 4+.

In this study we use DFT based simulations to consider the behaviour of Sb and Sc as isolated defects in bulk t-ZrO$_2$. Brouwer diagrams are generated for each alloy element under equilibrium conditions and with an applied space charge, to investigate the behaviour across a range of oxygen partial pressures, which gives information about defect concentration at various oxide layer depths. Defect clusters were also considered and the effect of co-doping t-ZrO$_2$ was analysed. The DFT predictions were compared against oxide weight gain and HPUF measurements from autoclave corrosion experiments of Zr alloys containing various amounts of Nb, Sb and Sc.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Simulations

Simulations were performed using the DFT code CASTEP 7.0.3 [31]. Ultra-soft pseudo potentials with a cut-off energy of 550 eV were used throughout. The Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof
formulation of the generalised gradient approximation was employed to describe the exchange

correlation function. A Monkhorst-Pack sampling scheme [33] was used for the integration of

the Brillouin Zone, with a minimum k-point separation of 0.045 Å⁻¹. The simulations employed
density mixing using the Pulay method [34].

The energy convergence criterion for self-consistent calculations was set to $1 \times 10^{-8}$ eV. All

simulations were performed until a maximum difference in energy of $1 \times 10^{-5}$ eV and atomic
displacement of $5 \times 10^{-4}$ Å between iterations, and a maximum force between ions of $1 \times

10^{-2}$ eV/Å was achieved.

Non-defective structures were relaxed under constant pressure to the above convergence crite-
ria. All defective structures were generated from pre-relaxed non-defective supercells, and were
energy minimised under constant volume (cell parameters constrained to maintain the shape
and volume of the perfect supercell) in order to approximate dilute conditions. A supercell was
formed from $3 \times 3 \times 2$ repetitions of the tetragonal ZrO₂ unit cell in the x, y and z directions
respectively. This resulted in a 108 atom supercell, which offered a reasonable compromise be-
tween reducing finite size effects and computation time. An energy correction calculated using
the Makov-Payne method [35] is used to account for the electrostatic self-interaction of defects
caused by the use of periodic boundary conditions and a finite supercell size.

The defect formation energies ($E^f$) were calculated using the method outlined in [19]. The
chemical potentials of the reactive species used to plot the Brouwer diagrams were obtained from
formation energies of the relevant oxides following established methods [36, 37, 38, 39, 19].

The $E^f$ values calculated for isolated defects were used to calculate the energy gain (-ve) or
additional energy (+ve) required to bring two isolated defects together as a defect cluster. In
this case, the binding energy ($E_{\text{Bind}}$) is defined as:

$$E_{\text{Bind}} = E^f_{X_{Zr}^q Y_{Zr}^p} - \left( E^f_{X_{Zr}^q} + E^f_{Y_{Zr}^p} \right)$$

(1)

where $E^f_{X_{Zr}^q}$ and $E^f_{Y_{Zr}^p}$ are the formation energies of isolated defects $X$ and $Y$, each on a Zr
site, with charges $q$ and $p$ respectively and $E^f_{X_{Zr}^q Y_{Zr}^p}$ is the formation energy of defects $X_{Zr}^q$ and
$Y_{Zr}^p$ when placed as nearest neighbours in a supercell of t-ZrO₂. Relaxation volumes of neutral
defect clusters were calculated from the residual stress tensor of the relaxed defect simulations
multiplied by the bulk modulus of the perfect t-ZrO$_2$ structure, with the aid of the ANETO software package [40].

In any given defective cell, the sum of all defects each multiplied by their charge must equal zero, since there is no overall charge on the crystal. This can be expressed as follows:

$$\sum_i q_i c_i - N_c \exp\left(\frac{-E_g - \mu_e}{k_B T}\right) + N_v \exp\left(\frac{-\mu_e}{k_B T}\right) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where the first term is the sum of the charges of all ionic defects (calculated by multiplying the concentration $c$ of each defect species by its charge relative to the non-defective system $q$), the second term is the electron concentration and the third term the hole concentration in the crystal. $N_c$ and $N_v$ are the density of states for the conduction and valence bands, $E_g$ is the band gap of the crystal, $\mu_e$ is the electron chemical potential, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant and $T$ is the temperature. Tetragonal ZrO$_2$ is an insulating material and so the concentrations of electrons and holes are expected to be sufficiently low that Boltzmann statistics are appropriate. The formation energy for an electron in the conduction band is slightly lower than the value calculated by $E_g - \mu_e$ due to self trapping of electrons. However, in a wide band gap insulator such as ZrO$_2$ the difference in energy is minimal and so this is an acceptable approximation [38].

Using this relationship, the concentration of individual defects required to ensure charge neutrality (for a given set of chemical potentials and oxygen partial pressure) can be calculated. By plotting the defect concentration as a function of oxygen partial pressure a Brouwer diagram is constructed. Oxygen partial pressure in the oxide layer decreases with distance from the oxide/water interface, and thus a Brouwer diagram can give an insight into the defect concentrations through the thickness of the oxide, with the x-axis analogous to moving with increasing $P_{O_2}$ from the metal/oxide interface (low $P_{O_2}$) towards the oxide/water interface (high $P_{O_2}$).

Recent work by Couet et al. [16] has suggested the presence of a space charge in the oxide, due to the low electron conductivity exhibited by most oxide layers. This results in a non-equilibrium electron distribution through the layer, with the high electron concentration close to the metal/oxide interface not reducing as rapidly as would be expected with distance from the interface. Conventionally, Brouwer diagrams are plotted using an equilibrium concentration of electrons, as calculated by Boltzmann statistics. In order to investigate the behaviour of defects
under non-equilibrium conditions, a modification to the methodology was required as described below.

The space charge results in the presence of an overall negative charge in the oxide layer close to the metal oxide interface, and thus equation 2 was modified by making the sum of the charges equal to a quantity of negative charge. This negative charge is applied by including a virtual, positively charged defect into equation 2 as follows:

\[\sum_i q_i c_i + q_{sc} - N_c \exp \left(-\frac{E_g - \mu_c}{k_B T}\right) + N_v \exp \left(-\frac{\mu_v}{k_B T}\right) = 0 \]

where \(q_{sc}\) is the concentration of space charge, and for a negative space charge (as found close to the metal oxide interface) \(q_{sc}\) is a positive value. In a real oxide, the space charge varies across the oxide layer, and so the application of a fixed space charge term to the equation does not allow the Brouwer diagram to describe the behaviour of the defects across the full range of partial pressures. However, by fixing the space charge at a level predicted around the metal/oxide interface, it does allow an insight into the effect of space charge on the system in this region, where the space charge is most significant.

2.2. Experimental

In order to investigate the corrosion behaviour of Sc and Sb containing Zr alloys, 5 model alloys (compositions given in Table 1) were prepared for autoclave corrosion. The target amounts of each element were triple melted together into button ingots. Samples were then cut for chemical composition analysis (labelled ‘Buttons’ in Table 1); the carbon content was measured via combustion, the oxygen and nitrogen content via inert gas fusion (IGF) and all other elements using inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES).

The samples were \(\beta\) annealed at 1050 °C for 10 minutes and air cooled, followed by a grit blast and pickle (45HNO\(_3\) : 45H\(_2\)O : 10HF) vol. % to remove the oxide. Each button ingot was hot rolled at 280 °C in 10% reductions from an initial thickness of approximately 15 mm to a thickness of 3.3 mm, followed by an air anneal at 570 °C (+/- 10 °C) for one hour and then a further grit blast and pickle to a final thickness of 3 mm. The alloys were then cold rolled in 10% reductions to 1.7 mm, and subjected to a vacuum anneal at 570 °C for 1 hour. The alloys were pickled before and after the vacuum anneal such that the thickness was reduced to
1.5 mm. A final cold rolling in 10% reductions was performed to a thickness of 0.8 mm followed by a further pickle to a thickness of 0.5 mm. The alloys were then vacuum annealed at 570 °C for 1 hour and small samples of each alloy were removed for chemical analysis, the results of which are also presented in Table 1 (labelled ‘Strips’). The ZIRLO control alloy was taken from a standard production sample, and as such was in a fully recrystallised condition with typical precipitate sizes and texture. The microstructure of the model alloys has not yet been fully characterised, however based on previous alloy preparation experience it is expected that the annealed microstructure will be fully recrystallised.

The alloys were cut into sections and placed in an autoclave containing de-ionised water at 360 °C at saturation pressure (18.67 MPa). A sample of each alloy was removed from the autoclave after 3 days, 15 days and thereafter at 15 day intervals with the latest sample removed after 105 days. The samples were dried and weighed and the hydrogen content was measured via IGF. Oxide weight gain is known to follow a power law of the form:

\[ w = Ae^n \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \( w \) is the weight gain (mg dm\(^{-2}\)) and \( A \) is a constant. The exponent \( n \) was determined by fitting the experimental data to a power law of this form through logarithmic least squares fitting.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Sc and Sb accommodation in \( t \)-ZrO\(_2\)

The formation energies for single isolated substitutional Sc\(_{Zr}\) and Sb\(_{Zr}\) defects, as a function of Fermi level \( (\mu_e) \), are shown in Figure 1. Sc\(_{Zr}^{{}\prime}\) is favoured across the majority of the band gap, an expected result given the propensity of Sc to retain an oxidation state of 3+. Sb, on the other hand, exhibits a dual behaviour, with Sb\(_{Zr}^{\ast}\) dominant across the lower half of the band gap, and Sb\(_{Zr}^{{}\prime}\) dominant at higher \( \mu_e \) up to the conduction band minimum (CBM). The Sb\(_{Zr}^{\ast}/\)Sb\(_{Zr}^{{}\prime}\) transition midway across the band gap suggests that depending on conditions, both the Sb\(^{3+}\) and Sb\(^{5+}\) defects may be observed. This property can again be explained by considering the
Table 1: Target model alloy composition, reported composition for ZIRLO and actual measured chemistry; combustion (C), IGF (O, N) all other elements by ICP-OES. Measurements reported as '-' were not tested for as no measurable concentration was expected. Cr was tested for in the strips as contamination from the rolling process was a possibility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition (wt. %)</th>
<th>Impurities (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target 1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Button 1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strip 1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target 2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Button 2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strip 2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target 3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Button 3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strip 3</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target 4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Button 4</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strip 4</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target 5</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Button 5</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strip 5</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIRLO Reported</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

stable electronic configuration of both defects; neither have any unpaired electrons, with \( \text{Sb}^{3+} \) retaining the filled \( 5s^2 \) electron shell and \( \text{Sb}^{5+} \) retaining no valence electrons.

Brouwer diagrams were constructed for \( t-\text{ZrO}_2 \) containing Sc and Sb at the approximate concentrations of the Sc-Zr and Sb-Zr binary alloys listed in Table 1. Alloying element concentrations in Figures 2 and 3 are per formula unit of \( \text{ZrO}_2 \). This is because concentration per formula unit of \( \text{ZrO}_2 \) is the same as concentration per atom of Zr in the metal from which the \( \text{ZrO}_2 \) was formed, allowing an easy comparison between the oxide alloying element concentration and the composition of the cladding metal. Similarly, space charge is given as electrons per formula unit of \( \text{ZrO}_2 \) for ease of comparison. \( 1 \times 10^{-3} \) electrons per formula unit of \( \text{ZrO}_2 \) is equivalent to a concentration of \( 2.894 \times 10^{19} \) electrons cm\(^{-3}\). As in previous work [19], the Brouwer diagrams were plotted at 1500 K, the approximate temperature at which tetragonal phase is stable under standard conditions, rather than at normal reactor operating temperature of around 600 K, to account for the lack of stress stabilisation, in the simulations, that would normally be present in the oxide layer.
Figure 1: Formation energies of Sc (a) and Sb (b) substitutional defects as calculated by the method outlined in [19], from the valence band maximum (VBM) across the experimental band gap of 5.75 eV [41].

Figure 2: Brouwer diagram showing the concentrations of point defects 'D' per formula unit of ZrO₂ in tetragonal ZrO₂ containing Sc at a concentration of 2 × 10⁻³ (per ZrO₂) as a function of oxygen partial pressure at 1500 K. (a) with no additional charge (b) applied (negative) space charge at a concentration of 1 × 10⁻³ (e⁻ per formula unit ZrO₂). All vacancy, substitutional and interstitial defects were considered (anti-site defects were not considered due to the large size difference between the anions and cations), however to clarify the diagrams, those with a concentration below 1 × 10⁻⁶ were omitted. For added clarity, please refer to the online version for full colour.

Figure 2 shows that with and without the applied space charge, Sc′Zr is strongly favoured over the alternative Sc charge states. In equilibrium conditions (Figure 2a), Sc′Zr is dominant across the entire range of oxygen partial pressures, charge compensated by V⁰⁰. With applied negative space charge, as expected close to the metal/oxide interface, the Sc′Zr defect remains dominant with charged oxygen vacancies suppressed across the whole range of Pₐ. It should be noted that as mentioned in the methodology section, the applied space charge in these diagrams is constant across the whole range of Pₐ, whereas in a real oxide the charge would be expected to
decrease towards the oxide/water interface. As previously discussed with respect to the formation energies, any Sc\(_{Zr}\) defect other than Sc\(_{Zr}^{'\prime}\) would require an unfavoured electronic configuration and so the stability of the Sc\(_{Zr}^{'\prime}\) even with a very high concentration of applied space charge was expected.

Figure 3: Brouwer diagram showing the concentrations of point defects in t-ZrO\(_2\) containing Sb at a concentration of 1 \times 10^{-3} (per ZrO\(_2\)) as a function of oxygen partial pressure at 1500 K, (a) with no additional charge and (b) applied space charge at a concentration of 1 \times 10^{-3} (e\(^-\) per ZrO\(_2\)). For added clarity, please refer to the online version for full colour.

Figure 3a shows that at oxygen partial pressures below 10\(^{-15}\) atm, in equilibrium conditions, Sb\(_{Zr}^{'\prime}\) is dominant and is charge compensated by V\(_{O}^{\prime\prime}\). At oxygen partial pressures between 10\(^{-15}\) and 10\(^{-5}\) atm, Sb\(_{Zr}^{'\prime}\) and Sb\(_{Zr}^{'\prime\prime}\) co-exist in roughly equal concentrations, with Sb\(_{Zr}^{'\prime\prime}\) becoming dominant above 10\(^{-5}\) atm and Sb\(_{Zr}^{'\prime}\), charge compensated by V\(_{Zr}^{''''}\). Figure 3b shows that as space charge is applied, the P\(_{O_2}\) regime of coexistence vanishes, and the Sb\(_{Zr}^{'\prime}/\)Sb\(_{Zr}^{'\prime\prime}\) transition occurs relatively sharply at around 10\(^{-5}\) atm. A plot of the partial pressure at which the crossover from Sb\(_{Zr}^{'\prime}\) to Sb\(_{Zr}^{'\prime\prime}\) as the dominant defect occurs, as a function of applied space charge, is provided in Figure 4, with the transition from Sn\(_{Zr}^{''\prime}\) to Sn\(_{Zr}^{''\prime\prime}\) [19] shown for comparison. It demonstrates that Sb\(_{Zr}\) exhibits a constant crossover P\(_{O_2}\), up to a space charge concentration of around 1 \times 10^{-7} (e\(^-\) per ZrO\(_2\)) and then a linear increase in P\(_{O_2}\) as the applied space charge increases further. This behaviour is in stark contrast to previous predictions for Sn\(_{Zr}\) [19], in which the Sn\(_{Zr}^{''\prime}\) to Sn\(_{Zr}^{''\prime\prime}\) crossover remains constant until a critical applied charge is reached, at which point there was an abrupt change of 10 orders of magnitude in the crossover partial pressure. The linear behaviour of the Sb\(_{Zr}^{'\prime}/\)Sb\(_{Zr}^{'\prime\prime}\) transition suggests that in the P\(_{O_2}\) regime of
$10^{-15} - 10^{-5}$ atm, of this defect, Sb$_{Zr}$ acts as a buffer to applied charge, whether in the form of space charge or additional charged defects. Furthermore, the Sb$_{Zr}'$/Sb$_{Zr}^\cdot$ transition happens much further away from the metal oxide interface than the Sn$_{Zr}''$/Sn$_{Zr}^x$ transition. It has been suggested that the loss of oxygen vacancy stabilisation caused by the transformation from Sn$_{Zr}''$ to Sn$_{Zr}^x$ may be responsible for the early breakaway corrosion observed in Sn containing alloys [19], and while this effect may also occur in Sb containing alloys, the greater distance from the metal oxide interface is likely to reduce the effect of tetragonal phase destabilisation in triggering breakaway corrosion.

**Figure 4:** A plot showing the oxygen partial pressure at which the Sb$_{Zr}'$/Sb$_{Zr}^\cdot$ transition occurs as a function of the applied space charge (in units of electrons per formula unit of ZrO$_2$), Sn data from [19].

### 3.2. Alloy corrosion and HPUF

Figure 5 shows the weight gain and hydrogen pick up of alloy 3 (Zr-0.5Nb-0.1Sb), alloy 5 (Zr-0.5Nb) and a sample of ZIRLO. The alloys containing Sc (1 and 2) are not shown as they exhibited extremely fast corrosion, with both alloy samples oxidising completely within 3 days. The Zr-0.1Sb alloy (4) is also not plotted as it underwent a first transition between 30 and 45 days (30 day average weight gain was 33.2 mg dm$^{-2}$, 45 days was 166.7 mg dm$^{-2}$) and proceeded
to oxidise rapidly, with an average oxide weight gain of 515 mg dm\(^{-2}\) after 105 days (i.e. over an order of magnitude higher than the alloys shown in Figure 5).

Sc is included as a ZrO\(_2\) dopant in solid oxide fuel cells to stabilise the high temperature tetragonal and cubic phases for use as a solid electrolyte. By incorporating O vacancies into the structure as charge compensation for the Sc\(^{\prime}\)\(_{Zr}\) defect, the O ion conductivity of the high temperature phases increases dramatically [30]. As shown in Figure 2a, oxygen vacancies are the main charge compensation mechanism for the dominant Sc\(^{\prime}\)\(_{Zr}\) defect, suggesting that a similar process is likely to occur in the oxide layer of Sc containing alloys. The enhanced O ion conductivity is the reason suggested for the significant increase in corrosion rate observed when compared to non-Sc containing alloys and an increased vacancy-stabilised tetragonal phase fraction (as observed in Sn containing alloys [18]) is expected. The rapid oxidation into a ZrO\(_2\) powder prevented the measurement of hydrogen content in the Sc containing alloys.

The Sb-Zr binary alloy exhibited a significantly higher corrosion rate than the Nb-Zr binary alloy. Figure 3 suggests that Sb\(^{\prime}\)\(_{Zr}\) is the dominant defect across the majority of oxygen partial pressures, charge balanced by oxygen vacancies. As previously discussed for Sc, an increased oxygen vacancy concentration generally results in increased oxygen conductivity through the oxide layer, and thus a higher oxidation rate is perhaps expected in an Sb-Zr binary alloy. The hydrogen content remained at a constant 15 ppm pre-transition, with a rapid linear increase measured after the first transition at 30 days to a final average measurement of 578 ppm after 105 days.

The Sb-Nb-Zr ternary alloy (3) showed a slightly lower corrosion rate than both the Nb-Zr binary alloy (5) and the pre-transition ZIRLO sample, with the ZIRLO sample exhibiting evidence of passing through first transition after around 90 days (see Figure 5a). It should be noted that the fitted lines for the data points from alloy 3 and ZIRLO had very similar exponents (0.40 and 0.37 respectively). There was very little measurable hydrogen pick up by alloys 3 and 5 through the duration of the corrosion with both exhibiting approximately the same hydrogen content after 195 days as in the pre-corrosion measurements. This contrasts with the ZIRLO control sample, which showed a steady increase in hydrogen content throughout corrosion, with a slight acceleration in pick-up rate after 90 days, coinciding with the first transition indicated by the weight gain results. This would be consistent with the proposition that Sb in conjunction
with Nb acts to improve the corrosion resistance of the alloys better than either element in isolation, although this assumes a similar microstructure and precipitate size and distribution between the two model alloys, a property that has not yet been investigated. Also, since the final measured Sb content of 0.1 at. % was significantly lower than the target composition and at such a small concentration, it is difficult to be certain the observed results can be attributed to the behaviour of Sb as an oxide dopant.

Figure 5: Graphs showing (a) the oxide weight gain and (b) hydrogen pick up of alloys 3, 5 and the control alloy (ZIRLO). Error bars are not shown since the standard deviation was no higher than 0.4 mg dm\(^{-2}\) for any point shown on graph (a) with 4-6 samples measured per data point. The data points were fitted to Equation 4 yielding the trend lines shown in (a). The exponents for the fitted lines were: alloy 3 \(n = 0.40\), alloy 5 \(n = 0.46\), ZIRLO (control) \(n = 0.37\). The points for the ZIRLO weight gain after 105 days were not included in the fit as the alloy has passed through transition.

3.3. Defect clusters

Using Equation 1, the binding energies of the most energetically favourable neutral defect clusters composed of Nb, Sc, Sb and Sn are reported in Table 2. As expected, Sc\(_{Zr}\) is in the 3+ charge state in all clusters, pushing the other defects to assume higher oxidation states to retain overall charge neutrality. The Nb-Sc defect cluster has an unfavourable binding energy of +0.23 eV suggesting a driving force against association (clustering). This is significant, as experimental and theoretical work has suggested that Sc\(_{Zr}\) defects tend to form \(\{V^*_O \cdot 2Sc^1_{Zr}\}\) \(^x\) neutral clusters [30]. Prior to the casting of the alloys, it was expected that the presence of Nb would help to mitigate the increase in corrosion rate expected from the inclusion of Sc as an alloying element. Both Sc containing alloys (Sc-Zr binary and Sc-Nb-Zr ternary) oxidised completely within 3 days of autoclave corrosion, implying that the Nb did little to improve the corrosion resistance. The defect cluster formation energies may offer an explanation; in order to
charge balance $\text{Sc}^{\prime}_{\text{Zr}}$ and prevent the formation of the $\{\text{V}^{\bullet\bullet}_{\text{O}} : 2\text{Sc}^{\prime}_{\text{Zr}}\}^x$ defect cluster, $\text{Nb}^{\bullet}_{\text{Zr}}$ would have to be on an adjacent Zr site, which as reported in Table 2, is an energetically unfavourable arrangement. This implies that despite the presence of Nb in the oxide layer, the Sc-Nb-Zr alloy still contains areas with increased oxygen vacancy concentration, with Nb suppressing oxygen vacancy concentration elsewhere.

The Sb-Sc cluster exhibited a favourable binding energy of -0.19 eV, implying that Sb may be able to mitigate the increased corrosion effects that would otherwise be expected in Sc-containing alloys. Both the Sb-Sb and Nb-Nb clusters were also favourable, with similar binding energies of -0.19 eV and -0.17 eV respectively. The neutral Sb-Sb cluster preferred to exist as $\text{Sb}^{\cdot}_{\text{Zr}}$-$\text{Sb}^{\bullet}_{\text{Zr}}$, however the neutral Nb-Nb cluster favoured existing as $\text{Nb}^{\cdot}_{\text{Zr}}$-$\text{Nb}^{\bullet}_{\text{Zr}}$. These results are particularly interesting as they may possibly contradict previous assumptions that $\text{Nb}^{\bullet}_{\text{Zr}}$ is the preferred charge state for $\text{Nb}_{\text{Zr}}$ in $\text{ZrO}_2$.

The relaxation volumes were calculated using the methodology detailed in Section 2.1 and are reported in Table 2. There appears to be little correlation between the defect volumes and the calculated binding energies, suggesting that electronic interactions of ions are dominant over strain effects (due to the size of ions) in determining the binding energy of the clusters investigated.

Table 2: Binding energies and calculated defect volumes of the most energetically favourable neutral defect clusters containing two cations, calculated using Equation 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>$E_{\text{Bind}}$ (eV)</th>
<th>Relaxation Volume ($\text{Å}^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Nb}^{\bullet}<em>{\text{Zr}}$ $\text{Sb}^{\cdot}</em>{\text{Zr}}$</td>
<td>+ 0.22</td>
<td>6.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Sb}^{\cdot}<em>{\text{Zr}}$ $\text{Sb}^{\bullet}</em>{\text{Zr}}$</td>
<td>- 0.16</td>
<td>14.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Sc}^{\prime}<em>{\text{Zr}}$ $\text{Sb}^{\bullet}</em>{\text{Zr}}$</td>
<td>- 0.19</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Nb}^{\cdot}<em>{\text{Zr}}$ $\text{Nb}^{\bullet}</em>{\text{Zr}}$</td>
<td>- 0.17</td>
<td>-1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Sc}^{\prime}<em>{\text{Zr}}$ $\text{Nb}^{\bullet}</em>{\text{Zr}}$</td>
<td>+ 0.23</td>
<td>-2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Nb}^{\cdot}<em>{\text{Zr}}$ $\text{Sn}^{\bullet}</em>{\text{Zr}}$</td>
<td>- 0.13</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

1. Sc was shown to assume the 3+ charge state ($\text{Sc}^{\prime}_{\text{Zr}}$) compensated by $\text{V}^{\bullet\bullet}_{\text{O}}$ across all oxygen partial pressures ($10^{-35} - 10^0$ atm), even under applied space charge at a concentration of $1 \times$
10^{-3} \, e^- \text{ per formula unit } ZrO_2.

2. At $P_{O_2}$ between $10^{-15}$ and $10^{-5}$ atm the $Sb_{Zr}'$ and $Sb_{Zr}^*$ defects are predicted to co-exist in roughly equal concentrations, with $Sb_{Zr}'$ becoming dominant above $10^{-5}$ atm. Applied space charge caused the concentrations of $Sb_{Zr}'$ and $Sb_{Zr}^*$ to change, compensating for the non-equilibrium charge. This implies that Sb may act as a buffer to applied charge in the oxide layer.

3. The Sc-Nb-Zr alloys corroded very rapidly in the autoclave.

4. The Sb-Zr binary alloy demonstrated significant corrosion, however Sb loss during alloy fabrication resulted in the Sb content in the tested alloys being significantly below the target and as such it is not possible to say with confidence that Sb cannot promote corrosion resistance in Zr-based alloys.

5. The Zr-Nb alloy performed as expected, exhibiting a low corrosion rate and low hydrogen pickup.

6. The Zr-Nb-Sb ternary alloy exhibited the lowest corrosion rate and almost no measurable hydrogen pick-up for the duration of autoclave corrosion.
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